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 FLYING LESSONS for  

October 13, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
Last week I introduced this account of a fatal Piper Malibu crash, abbreviated here…  

A Piper PA-46-310P Malibu was destroyed after an apparent encounter with adverse weather conditions and 
a subsequent inflight breakup near Williams, Arizona. The student pilot and one passenger sustained fatal 
injuries.  

The student pilot's 
records show that he 
was issued a student 
pilot license in 2020. 
The pilot purchased a 
Cessna 182 in 2021 and 
the accident aircraft was 
purchased in 2022. The 
student pilot had 5 
previous DWI arrests 
and 2 parole/probation 
violations. The pilot had no medical certificate. The passenger was his wife and was not pilot rated.  

Flight data [FlightAware and ADS-B] show that the pilot most likely flew into a thunderstorm cell and 
attempted a 180 [degree] turn. Control was lost afterwards. Both wings, vertical and horizontal stabilizers 
broke off inflight and were found a mile or so from the main wreckage.  

See:  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/2022.1006-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  
http://www.kathrynsreport.com/2022/09/fatal-accident-occurred-september-13.html  
https://flightaware.com/live/flight/N43605/history/20220913/1630Z/KAEG/L%2035.48454%20-112.72417 
https://globe.adsbexchange.com/?icao=a53bde&lat=35.484&lon=-112.721&zoom=11.0&showTrace=2022-09-13&leg=2&trackLabels 

…and I asked readers: what LESSONS do you draw from this event as we know it so 
far? What can you learn given your current experience and responsibilities—pilot-in-
command, flight instructor, spouse, aircraft owner, business owner, employer, co-worker, 
whatever applies to you?  

Let’s Debrief on your responses, and other reader mail in the “Mastery of Flight” inbox. 
Comments? Suggestions? Insights? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 
My friends and sponsors at Pilot Workshops extend this offer to all FLYING LESSONS readers in all aircraft types: 
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See https://pilotworkshop.com/products/ifr-mastery-abs/?disc=20&campaign=abs&typeclub=abs  

 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Reader and award-winning flight instructor Peg Ballou of Ballouskies Aviation in Ohio offers her 
insights into LESSONS from the PA46 crash: 

Good morning. I woke up to find your email in my inbox and enjoyed it over a cup of coffee and a piece of 
apple coffee cake. What a wonderful, delightful way to start a morning. 

Concerning the incident cited of the student pilot with passenger flying into a thunderstorm, this is a very 
real hazardous attitude put into action. The book Shades of Blue [Darker Shades of Blue: The Rogue Pilot 
by Dr. Tony Kern] deals with hazardous attitudes that we see repeatedly causing problems. A safety 
culture that encourages or accepts hazardous attitudes contributes to this. It’s a very good read. 

Obviously, a student pilot who has had DUIs should not be flying and should not be carrying passengers. 
Such blatant disregard for regulations will not be stopped by additional regulations. And concerning the 
further comments about teaching risk management, doing so will not stop a person who willfully chooses 
to disregard already established laws. 

Tony Kern is a past US Air Force bomber pilot and commander, aviation author 
and editor well known in the corporate flying world, and although not the father of 
the Bombardier Safety Standdown certainly acknowledged by that event’s 
organizers as the spiritual guidance of its message of professionalism and its 
“learn, apply, share” philosophy. He also edited the Controlling Pilot Error 
series of books that includes the only book I’ve written that has been translated 
into Mandarin.  

Darker Shades draws most of its examples from the military, due in large part to 
Dr. Kern’s background but also because that’s where accidents and deviations are documented 
in the greatest detail. But the book provides interesting insights and LESSONS for all pilots. It’s a 
good read (one I’ve read twice). One of Tony’s main points is that we must depend on screening 
and reviews to detect and address the rogue, willfully noncompliant pilot, and ultimately must wait 
for accidents to catch many. His emphasis is on teaching willfully compliant pilots ways to 
improve professionalism through continuing education in what is now called a just culture of 
safety, and to (very reluctantly) accept that even with military-style rules and policies we won’t be 
able to head off the criminally noncompliant. I’m not quite ready to abandon the so-called 
unreachable pilots, but perhaps Dr. Kern has achieved a greater level of sanity than have I.  

Peg continues on another topic from last week’s Debrief: 
Finally, about the multiple airports on the same frequency…That is a definite problem. We have had 
flight schools on the common frequency that monopolize conversations and airtime. Fortunately, our airport 
is not that much of a high-volume airport. This flight school uses terms that are confusing like “hi Chi “ 
which means nothing to the average student pilot or private pilot. Even long-term pilots have asked me 
what it means hearing “high speed”. I queried the pilot using the term to see if it was a technical term or one 
they’d made up, and was assured it was a technical term – it’s just one nobody knows anything about it 
means nothing to most people. This, along with “all traffic please advise “and “with you “ is highly irritating 
and indicates someone who does not have a good grasp of communication.  
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Thank you for your continued work in providing a high-quality, thoughtful digest of aviation concepts. 

I think the sort of radio (mis)communication you describe is more an issue of ignorance than 
willful noncompliance, so is possibly corrected through education. It will take top-down leadership 
by example and grass roots acceptance of proper communication as a measure of 
professionalism to fix. Unfortunately it sounds like the school’s leadership is itself has gone rogue. 
Thank you for all your insights, Peg. 
See:  
http://ballouskiesaviation.com  
https://www.amazon.com/Darker-Shades-Blue-Rogue-Pilot/dp/0070349274  
https://convergentperformance.com/our-team/  
https://safetystanddown.com/en  
https://books.google.com/books/about/Controlling_Pilot_Error_Culture_Environm.html?id=dXFTAAAAMAAJ  
https://www.skybrary.aero/articles/just-culture  

Back to the Malibu. Reader William Audenaert writes: 
First, the obvious.  The pilot clearly has issues with that many DUIs and probably could not obtain a medical 
or take a practical test.  That alone doesn’t mean that the pilot was not capable but does imply a history 
of bad judgement.   

In this case his flight path prior to deviating for weather appears reasonably straight but not so straight as to 
appear on autopilot. Thus, until the toxicology report, I’ll assume he was sober.    

It looks like he started to fly around the South end (a good plan) but then decided to go through between 
cells. My speculation is that the delay in weather data was not considered.  Thus, it appears he flew into a 
cell, tried to escape; but, broke up in flight due to either the storm or loss-of-control.   

So, the accident chain is a long history of bad choices with the final link being turning to fly between 
cells.  

But what can be done? Training on weather, time delays, aircraft control, hazardous attitudes, etc. is all 
available to help avoid this type of accident. Surely, since this pilot had owned two aircraft, someone 
knew he was not a certificated pilot. He was flying passengers against regulations.  With his history, it is 
unlikely he would have been receptive to peer input (or even the FAA if reported). Short of putting this pilot 
in jail, he appears bent on doing what he wants with no consideration of others or safety (based on DUI 
record).  This pilot killed himself and his wife via get-there-Itis, a storm, and bad decisions.  Thankfully, no 
one else on the ground.   

The root cause is an individual’s lack of responsibility and personal choices.  As a consequence, two 
people died tragically and general aviation will get more bad press.  How do we as a community of aviators 
prevent similar crashes (to use the NTSB term)?  I wish someone knew.  

I wish so as well. Good summation of the short-term decision-making and long-term judgment 
that culminated in this “crash” that was entirely predictable and therefore should have been 
avoidable…somehow. Thank you, Bill. 

Frequent Debriefer and aviation regulator Robert Thorson adds: 
It is my personal belief that the concept of risk management has not blossomed in aviation because of the 
simple concept of change. The ACS [Airman Certification Standards] appears unproductive because 
pilots never embraced the change. They believe it is increased complexity with no value added. This is true 
from student to CFI.  Even professional pilots in the airlines and corporations are numbed by the “word 
salad.” 

In Corporate America “Change Management” is the big buzz word. But if not administered correctly there is 
no “buy-in.” 

I agree. The ACS concept is that pilot judgment is at least as responsible for the safe outcome of 
a flight as the pilot’s Knowledge of aviation concepts and best practices and Skill in the physical 
control of the aircraft within defined standards. But as I lamented last week, there appears to 
have been no follow-through on this concept despite painstaking efforts by industry and 
regulators for over a decade. Using your term, Robert, there has been no buy-in from instructors, 
examiners or regulators. Thank you. 
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Frequent Debriefer, aerobatics instructor and son-of-a-Spitfire-pilot Anthony Johnstone writes: 
I have a bit of a dark take on this accident. The guy obviously had no business flying at all. I doubt he would 
have been issued a medical based on multiple DUIs, so actually obtaining a license at any level would have 
been a non-starter.  But he went ahead a bought a 182, then the Malibu. 

So my elephant in the room is: Who taught him to fly these? As a pretty experienced CFI, I always like to 
know the background of who I am giving instruction to. I am pretty damn sure he did not just jump into 
that PA46 and fly it away. So somewhere out there is at least one CFI, or maybe someone else, who, 
knowingly or otherwise, spent a bunch of time in the cockpit with this guy teaching him enough to get 
them up and down without breaking them.  If there are logbooks out there it would sure be interesting to see 
whose signatures (if any) are in them. 

I have never flown a PA46 (plenty of other types as you know) and I would sure not try to wing it in one 
without some instruction. Just a thought. 

It’s hard to get darker than criminally negligent vehicular homicide of a spouse, but you address a 
key issue: the flight instructor as the final quality control gatekeeper. Transition and recurrent 
training, whether formalized or conducted by a local certificated flight instructor (CFI), should 
begin with a review of the pilot’s certificates and ratings, documented experience and other 
qualifications (medical, currency, etc.) for exercising a pilot certificate as intended in the 
aircraft to be flown. I admit I’ve been lax on this at times but I re-commit to actually seeing a 
customer’s certificate and medical certificate when conducting instruction, precisely so I don’t 
unwittingly let someone like the Malibu pilot slip through the regulatory cracks.  

Flight instructors have a responsibility to teach but also evaluate a pilot’s performance in prebrief 
and in flight, the evaluation leading to recommendations for future practice and study that the CFI 
draws out of the pilot or otherwise presents for discussion in the post-flight debriefing. That’s 
discussion for another day, and perhaps other venues more directed at flight instructors. All that 
said, yours is an excellent point, Tony. Someone let this pilot slip through, and the student pilot 
was then free to make the decisions he did. Thank you. 

Reader Lee Perrin corrects a link from last week’s Debrief: 
I love your newsletter and share it with all my students. One correction: the link to the new RM Handbook 
takes you to an old version. Here is the correct link.  

Interestingly, I had gone to the FAA.gov website and copied, then pasted, the link I used last 
week. Regardless, I appreciate you ensuring readers (and I) have the most recent version. Thank 
you very much, Lee. 
See https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/2022-06/risk_management_handbook_2A.pdf  
More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
 

 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  

 

 

 

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 
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Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 

donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
 

 

2020 Nall Report 
Excerpted from a report by Kate O’Connor on AVweb October 11: 

 

The overall general aviation accident rate for 2020 decreased from 4.87 per 100,000 flight hours in 2019 to 4.69 
per 100,000 hours, according to the 32nd edition of the Joseph T. Nall Report. Recently released by the Aircraft 
Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) Air Safety Institute (ASI), the report also found that the rate of fatal accidents 
was down from 0.89 per 100,000 hours in 2019 to 0.83 in 2020. There were a total of 1,051 accidents for the year, 
187 of which were fatal, with ASI noting that flight activity dropped significantly from 25.5 million hours in 2019 to 
22.4 million hours in 2020. 

ASI reported an overall decrease in weather-related accidents and a drop in fatal maneuvering accidents. 
The 32nd Nall Report recorded a rise in both overall and fatal descent and approach accidents for the year while 
the area that resulted in the largest number of fatal accidents was stall/spin accidents. 

“An area where we see some discouragement is the commercial fixed-wing total accident rate, which rose following 
two years of decline,” said Robert Geske, AOPA ASI manager of aviation safety analysis. “We are also disappointed 
to see the number of fatal fuel-related accidents, which has remained steady at an average of eight per year for 
several years. Furthermore, landing accidents continue to remain the leading type of accidents, but thankfully they 
account for the lowest number of fatal accidents.” 
See: 
https://www.avweb.com/flight-safety/accidents-ntsb/nall-report-finds-overall-accident-rate-decreased-in-
2020/?MailingID=1091&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nall+Report+Finds+Overall+Accident+Rate+Decreased+In+2020%2C+
Pratt+%26+Whitney+GTF+Advantage+Begins+Flight+Testing+On+A320neo&utm_campaign=Nall+Report+Finds+Overall+Accident+Rate+Decreased+In+2020%2
C+Pratt+++Whitney+GTF+Advantage+Begins+Flight+Testing+On+A320neo+-+Tuesday%2C+October+11%2C+2022  
https://aopa.org/training-and-safety/air-safety-institute/accident-analysis/joseph-t-nall-report  
 

Low-visibility takeoffs 
AVWeb this week also ran a re-run of my 2018 Aviation Safety article “Low-Viz Takeoffs,” 
prompted by a then-recent accident involving a Cessna 340 departing in conditions so bad the 
pilot had the airplane towed to the ramp because visibility was too bad to taxi between the 
hangars, and highlighting considerations for more reasonable IFR departures into instrument 
meteorological conditions. If you’ll pardon the use of irony, see it here.  
See https://www.aviationsafetymagazine.com/features/low-viz-takeoffs/  

 
Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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